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PREFACE 

This report Is part of Rand's work on technology exchange for the 

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Council on Interna- 

tional Economic Policy.  It discusses what forms of technological In- 

formation from the Soviet Union may be useful to the United States for 

saving our own resources, paying In kind for U.S. technology, or ne- 

gotiating for transfer of our technology to the Soviet Union. 

Other reports of this project dealing either with the broaJcr po- 

litical and economic aspects of the problem or with other specialized 

subjects are: 

R. E. Klitgaard, National  Seaurity and Export Controls,  The 

Rand Corporation, R-1432-ARPA/CIEP (forthcoming). 

N. Leites, The Neu) Eoonomia Togetherness:    American and Soviet 

Heaatione,  The Rand Corporation, R-1369-ARPA (forthccming). 

J. P. Stein, Estimating the Market for Computers in the Soviet 

Union and Eastern Europe,  The Rand Corporation, R-1406-CIEP/ 
ARPA (forthcoming). 

An overview report is also planned. 
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Preceding page blank 
SUMMARY 

This repoit analyzes matters related to possible increased tech- 

nological exchange between the Soviet Bloc and the United States.  Em- 

phasis is on the transfer of technology from the Sovi« t Union to the 

United States.  Is there a significant amount of technology in the 

Soviet Bloc that the United States can use?  In w':at areas of tech- 

nology are they mopt llhaly to have information from which we can 

learn and save R&D or oihtr resources? 

A v;ide range of objects and indl'-luuals might be iuported from 

the Soviet Bloc in exchange for technology or other products they de- 

sire from us.  This range of technological information is character- 

ized by varying costs we might have to pay to derive the contained 

know-how.  Political and legal differences between the United States 

and the Soviet Bloc are so great with respect to government-industrial 

relations that enormous effort and ingenuity will be required to create 

an appropriate environment for each technological exchange. 

Unfamiliarity with the Russian language in the United States is 

another barrier to exchange, as is the psychological carryover from 

the cold war environment.  Wide differences in standards and insuffi- 

cient interface between U.S. industry and the newly organized U.S.- 

USSR Joint Commission on Scientific and Technical Cooperation pic;«»<»nt 

other barriers to technology exchange. 

The various components of the research and development process 

do not vary greatly in kind between the Soviet Union and the United 

States.  There is likely to be a significant amount of technical in- 

formation in the area of applied research that is not readily avail- 

able for exchange through present operating institutions. A proposal 

is made to fill this gap by extending into the Soviet Union the ac- 

tivities of U.S. research institutes now operating in a technical- 

information exchange role in Western Europe and e^ewhere.  One way 

such organizations might operate for this purpose includes the use of 

a deductive technique for searching out Soviet technology that may be 

of interest to the United States.  Promising possibilities from the 

i 
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use of this tech .que lie in such fields as electric power production 

and distribution, ferrous and nonferrous production methods, permafrosi 

science and engineering, high-yield crops for cold climates, and spe- 

cialized machinery. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Numerous agencies In the government (and In private industry) have 

a keen interest in the export of the U.S. technology—whether further- 

ing it or opposing it—but no government agency has an organizational 

interest ir. the import of technology from the Soviet Union (and Eastern 

Europe) for domestir use.  However limited such import possibilities 

may be, there should be some Eastern Bloc technology from which we 

might benefit in return for what we export.  Knowledge about such po- 

tentially useful foreign technology would put the United States, and 

in particular the DOD, in a stronger position when we are considering 

Soviet requests for exports. 

This report looks briefly and qualitatively at the nature and the 

costs and benefit 3 of different types of technical information.  Vari- 

ous barriers to technological exchange between the Soviet Union and 

the United States are examined including those that are inherent in 

the Joint Commission on Scientific and Technical Cooperation.  Types 

rf  organizations and methods of operation are outlined that might re- 

duce some of the exchange barriers. 

Exchange  implies that the Soviet Union must be persuaded to take 

altered courses of action with respect to their technology in response 

to U.S. initiatives, or that both countries must arrive at new posi- 

tions as the result of bargaining.  If we are looking for things we 

may want to persuade the Soviet Union to supply us in exahange  for our 

technology, we need to look for knowledge in their possession that is 

not readily available unless they cooperate in delivering it, not 

merely information lying dormant and unused in Russian language publi- 

cations. 

MMMMMMMMiMH 
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II.  STRUCTURE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ACTIVITIES. RELATIONS. AND OUTPUT FROM TECHNICAL CATEGORTF«; 

Table 1 was constructed in an attempt to organize and define 

typical activities, interrelations, and outputs of the three usual 

categories-basic research, applied research, and technology develop- 

ment-plus a fourth category. Included for completeness, management 

technology.  There is, of course, specialization within each categoryi 

A single Individual rarely carries out all of the activities lls'.ed. 

In basic research, for example, some people are best at observation, 

some in making deductions, some in experimenting.  The overall basic 

research activity in a subject area need not have occurred In the 

same institution, the same country, or the same decade.  There is 

less dispersion of this type in applied research because of the spe- 

cific nature of the activities.  Even there, however, basic and ap- 

plied results from other times and other countries can be extremely 

useful Inputs for current purposes. 

Management technology was added to emphasize that the best de- 

signed technology can fall badly if its operation is not managed 

skillfully.  This technology is probably the least scientific or 

quantitative of all.  Perhaps for this reason it is most difficult 

to exchange without the involvement of key Individuals. 

The column labeled Outputs in Table 1 Indicates some of the 

type«; of items that are typically available from the activities of 

the various science and technology categories.* Some of thete out- 

puts are professional papers, books, and monographs that are con- 

ventionally published in countries where these activities take place. 

Whatever the transfer costs in terms of current availability and 

language barriers, the Information they contain may usually be ob- 

tained through currently operating flow channels.  However, many 

IV 

Although the institutional distribution of these activities 
and their organizations may vary in different countries and between 
industries, the outputs listed are characteristic of the several 
activities and are more or less independent of their specific or- 
ganization. 

■ 
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TYPICAL  ALMVnitS   ANU ÜOTPüTI  OF »ASK   RESEAJKH.   APPLIEl»  RFSCAICN, 
rECHNOLD .V   ÜEVLIOPMF.NI .   AND MANAGEMtNI   1 ECHNOLüCY 

«' »R.   '   . Acdvlt 1«« Output» 

I-     ftaalc   raiMr  i. 1. Obierve   nature. 

2. 0*duc« ltypuihes«i. 

3. l>«v«lop  and build  wid«ls. 

4. I«il   hypotheses   using auUrla   and  e&per IBKII- 

tadon 

5. Forvulatc  (juant Itat 1 ve   natural   law«. 

fa. Publish   vaault«. 

II.     Applied  raaearch I.     Obaervt  t«.hnulogl»al  problca 
dcaanJa. 

2«     Fomulat«  po^.lhla  soljtl »•«. 

r   potentlal 

).     Search  outputs  ot   previous  taalc  and  ap- 
plied   rMMreh   fur   au)(ttr,>ted  appt jachca   tu 
üolutlono. 

4.     UcalKn  axpartBants,   e<tJlprM*nt.   and   ' unputer 
■odel»   tu  evaluate   the   poaatbl*  probi«.. 
solving ap(.roa> ties . 

I.     Utvclup  (Quantitativ   data  anJ  evaluate. 

fa.     Apply   for  patents  v'ieit-   appropriate. 

7.     CoMiisnlcatc   results   to  approprlati   tcchnol 
oftlat   uaars. 

■3.     Publish   results  ot   a ta«l    or  other  nor.- 
proprletary   nature. 

CoapendluM  of   tact«. 

Hvpothcsaa  about   natur*. 

Models    if   natural   phenuswna. 

iMt^M   for   untrlul   apparatus  and  tach- 
nlquea. 

Llstb  of   patantahle   Ideas  or  raaults  of 
obvious practical  usefulness. 

Privat Ions   of   quantitatively  prtdlctlve 
laws  of  natural  behavior. 

Papers,   books,   •ono^rauh». 

Knubledge  uf   tt'cttnulogl .il   prob 1 •-OK  and  pu 
tcntlally  useful   products. 

Knowledge  uf   puss 1fIt   aolutlons   to  techno- 
In       al   probleisb. 

Annotated   literature  ' IbltoKraphlea  by 
siiH'-(.t  araa. 

4.     Ueslifns   fur   useful   apparatus,   instruwtnta 
tloi.,   and expcrl-wntal   tc-c..:i:^jaa;   coaputei 
prot;ra»B. 

^       Tacmlcal   handbooks. 

b.     Trad«   «ecrata  and   other   know-how. 

7.     P.tents. 

1.     Tatentabl«   ld<-aa. 

).     Prof etislvt**'   pape'fc. 

V'.     lecunlral   reports. 

11.     duo»-   and  amnugraphs. 

-> hnoloKV   davciopaent      1.      itbserve   piuüULtK Ul    . '   .J'i- t    PiOt Arl 

Keuln   awaff   of   iapr-i.-fd   ,r il-'l .n   and 
pruduct   posslbl 1 It lath  by   cos-vunl   at Ion with 
applied   teseatLhert,   ubrerva.ion  uf   cospe- 
tUlun,   and   product   aurbet   reaearch. 

i.     Deal(n,   construct,   and cprrate  pilot  acai« 
«qulparnt   necessary   for   final   evaluation  uf 
procaas  or   product   laproveaant   and   th«   de- 
sign of   factory  unlta and market   products. 

4.     Reduce   pate^table   Ideaa   to  practice  and  ap- 
ply   for   patents. 

b.     Design   full-scale  s^ulpsient,  plant,  or 
product  and p-epare neceaaary drawings  and 
other  appropriate:   specifications. 

fa.     Operate   full-scale  pro'utype  production 
Una  or  experlarntal   factory. 

7.     Bacoae  aware   of   associated  probleas  of   In- 
dustrial   health,   safetv,   envlronaertal   pol- 
lution,   and  product   safety   In   use.     Provide 
proper   safeguards. 

I,      hnxlueerIUK   r^pui:»   oi.   pio   i^-   or   pt>4 
iinprovvat-iii 4,   BaaUv       opr it i ury. 

r.n^liu-t-ring  drawing.    ■   .u   specifications   fur 
production  laiits  and  products 

Patents. 

4. Technical publlcatlona of ■ noaproprfctary 
nature, a.g., generallaed rel-tluns >atw en 
nlze, coat and output; aolutlons of aca- 
suraawnt and haalth, aafciy, and .nvlron 
■ental problaaa. 

5. Production and product know-how, 1D> ludlafi 
trade secratt. 

fa.  Eaptrlcal recipes and formulas for produces 
and processes. 

Feedback to applied reaearch. 

M«nagaaant technology 1. Control pro'iu tlMii facllittoa And Inputs 
with the purpose ot BpetinK output ohj«-. - 
tlv«, of • ; r r: 

2. Provtiie aotlvAtton «nJ dliiclpllnc of 
work«r*. 

}.  Monitor operatljna Including product qual- 
ity end envlroniMP' .. Health and a faty. 

4.  Schedule and Inspect raw naterlala. Inter- 
nal operation«, waretioualng, and ahlpplng 
to BlnlKlie coat« while aettlns product 
objectIvaa. 

I.  Provide coat Input, to corporate coat aya- 
ic■ and ^djuat behavior according to out- 
put: (roa coat ay,tea. 

1.  Apprupilate alx ul produita aeetlng quality 
stanJarde at low cout. 

I.  Publlcatlona on aanagoaeni technique, for 
quality control, scheduling, and worker in- 
teract iona. 

J.  Production and pioduci. know-how. 

4.  Feedback to technology dcvelopac-nt. 

*B«iiic reaearcl tr» often direct their attantioii to apaclflc areaa o: nature 
reaearchera ar.d fchnologlsta.  fhia baa aoaetiaes ueen dealgnated aa Jtracled 
arnral reaearch b) Irving Langaulr at Oaneral f.lectru -m surface adsoprtion. 

■anufacture of Ugh. bulba. 

where iherc are probleae that confront eppilad 
baiic research.  A claaaic axaapl> la the funJa- 

a II.-M uf great practical isgiortance in th. 
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class of technology that embodies "know-how" and another class that 

does not.  Rather, certain kinds of technological objects contain in- 

formation that is easy and cheap to extract and apply, whereas extract- 

ing useful information from other forms may require extensive 

laboratory detective work and independent development programs.  The 

latter type of technological knowledge may still be well worth obtain- 

ing if other forms are unavailable or costly. 

Some specific examples will make these points clearer.  Possibly 

the object containing the ultimate amount of specific technological 

information is a production plant constructed in a foraign country on 

a turnkey basis, guaranteed to operate at certain production levels 

and produce goods of a specified quality.  The vendor trains the workers 

and furnishes machines and spares, and supplies material specifica- 

tions.   Such a pj.ant might produce, for example, steel-belted radial 

tires in large numbers over a long time without further association 

with the vendor agency.  If only the tires were sold to the foreign 

country, a lengthy series of investigations and costly pilot develop- 

ment would have to be supported to "read" the information contained 

in the tires and use it to construct a successful production plant. 

The importing country would remain dependent on the producing country 

unless it chose to invest large sums in developing independent pro- 

duction means.  With the turnkey plant, the receiving country obtains 

the means to become self-s.afficient in the manufacture of this type 

of tire. 

Just the knowledge that a product exists or is technologically 

feasible to produce is extremely useful Information in itself.  Not 

There are many variants of this turnkey foreign plant Investment, 
often motivated by political, social, and economic factors removed from 
technological considerations.  These variants may have quite different 
potentials for technology transfer.  If Mideast oil-producing countries 
were to invest in and own refineries constructed and operated in the 
United States, they would learn far less refinery technology than if 
the refineries were cjnstructed in their own countries for their op- 
erations on a turnkey basis.  Sometimes Ihe key managp<:lal talent and 
skilled workers are imported to operate the plant.  Recognizing the 
limitations on knowledge exchange imposed by these conditions, some 
countries (e.g., Canada and Mexico) require that a certain fraction of 
managerial and other kev employees be nationals. 
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too many years ago,  most  tire experts would have derided  the sugges- 

tion that  steel-belted  radial  tires could  be a mass-produced,  extremely 
valuable product. 

Microminiature  circuits  are another example.     Their extreme value 

for certain purposes may  be  obvious,  but developing production tech- 

niques is a very costly p»-or,.dUre.    The availability of sample circuits 

can somewhat   reduce  these  development costs because scientific detective 

work on the samples  can delimit  the experimental alternatives that 

must be explored  to  craate a production process.     The  availability of 

applied technical literature  (including patents)  describing aspects 

of original production methodi can further reduce development costs, 

and having the services  of key individuals  involved  in  the original 

production yields  an  additional cost  advantage.     The value of key 

incividuals  is attested  to by the "pirating" of technical personnel 

asiong competitive firms  and by  the rush after World War  II by both the 

United States and the Soviet Union to obtain the services of German 

scientists and engineers  in selected fields. 

For specific objectives such as producing tires or microminiature 

circuits,  the range  of  costs  for obtaining technical information from 

the various modes mentioned might be as  follows: 

turnkey plant  < key  individuals  <  license for product or 

process < patent  literature < other technical literature 

< scientific literature  < sample product  < rumor of  product 

or process  feasibility. 

The price of obtaining  technical information probably decreases in the 

order listed above,  analogous  to the way prices of mineral ores in- 

crease with increasing mineral concentration while  the costs of pro- 

ducing the pure mineral decrease with increasing ore richness.     7, an 

item rich in technological  information  (for example,   a license    is 

priced much more than it would cost to develop the technology from a 

cheaper source,   then the potential buyer will be motivated to obtain 

the cheaper source  (for example,  a sample product)  and apply his own 

efforts  (scientific deduction and intelligence gathering)   to develop- 
ing the technology. 

I     -   -    - -" 
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Frequently, a combination rc several or all of these exchange 

modes Is Involved In exchange agreements: 

Exchange of scientific and technical services between Bechtel 
Corporation ana the Soviet Union will take place as a result 
of a protocol agreement signed by the parties.  Specifically 
aimed at engineering and construction in tht chemical, petro- 
chemical, mining and metallurgical industries, the pact calls 
for exchange of scientific and technical inl orraation; docu- 
mentation and product samples; delegations of specialists and 
trainees; lectures and symposiums; joint research and devel- 
opment, and listing of processes and methods. 

Chendaal and Engineering Heus,  July 16, 197 3, p. 11. 

■MMMiiiiiiMMaaMiaaMat BKd .__J 
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III.  TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE IN EXCHANGE FROM THE SOVIET UNION 

Evidence is presented in this section to support the proposition 

that there is a large stock of technical information in the Soviet 

Union that is not at present readily avc liable for exchange.  This 

stock, occurs in the types of objects listed primarily under Applied 

Research in Table 1.  The stock exists because this category has re- 

ceived large resource inputs yet there have been Irtemal bottlenecks 

limiting its application to specific products or processes.  Also, 

technical information of this nature tends not to lose value over 

time. 

QUANTITY OF INPUTS 

The Russian government showed early support for research when 

Peter the Great founded the renowned Imperial Academy of Sciences in 

1725.  The Soviet phase of the now USSR Academy of Sciences is char- 

acterized by the progressively accelerated expansion of the Academy's 

facilities and personnel since 1927, when the Academy was given a new 

statute and reorganized to bring it closer to the state structure of 

the Soviet Union.  The title of academician carries greater prestige 

than any other professional title in the Soviet Union. 

The number of Individuals engaged in the overall research and 

development activities in the Soviet Union is large.  The exact mag- 

nitude of the numbers of personnel given below, especially in compari- 

sons with the United States, should rot be given undue weight because 

of possible discrepancies in definitions and counting of research 

workers.  In fact, missing data probably cause an understatement rather 

than an overstatement of the Soviet numbers.  In any event, these 

A. G. Koral, Soviet Research ar.d Development,  The M.I.T. Press, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1965. 

L. Graham, "Reorganizption of the USSR Academy of Sciences," in 
P. Juviler and H. Morton (edt>.), Soviet Toliay Making,  Praeger, New 
York, 1967, p. 67. 

MMMMMMMMklHalHiaH 
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Distrlbutlon 

(Percent) 

United States Soviet Union 

Basic 
Applied 
Uevelopmant 

15 
22 
63 

10 
47 
43 

Noltlng confirms that the activities and outputs of applied re- 

search in the Soviet Union are of the nature given in Table 1.  He 

also estimates that expenditures in this category in 1968 were 60.3 

percent of the total expenditures for research and development. 

The range in the estimates of numbers of Soviet personnel results 

from including or omitting professionals engaged in contract research 

at higher educational institutions, and in R&D performed at industrial 

enterprises.  No subsequent events have occurred that would indicate 

a degradation in the favorable numbers position in the Soviet Union. 

For example, D. M Gvishiani, Deputy Chairman of the State Committee 

on Science and Technology of the USSR Council of Ministers, states in 

an interview in Der Spieyel  that by the beginning of 1972 the Soviet 

Union had a total of about 936,000 scientific workers, which, plus 

assistants, gives a total of approximately four million scientific 

personnel.   In the same Der Spiegel  interview, Gvishiani comments 

with respect to Soviet-West German trade that:  "We can achieve ex- 

traordinary results if we combine our great soientifio potential 

with your engiueering expertise."** V. A. Trapeznikov, first Deputy 

Chairman of the same State Committee states: 

Nancy Nimitz, Personal Communication, The Rand Corporation 
September 1973.  Also, L. M. Gatovskii, Ekonomicheskie problems 
nauahnotekhntaheskogo progr—a,  Nauka, Moscow, 1971, p. 130. 

L. E. Noltlng, Souraes of Financing the Stages of the Research, 
uevelovment, and InKovation Cycle in the U.S.S.R., Bureau of Economic 
Anal>ui8, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., September 

Der Spiegel,  No. 19, May 1, 1972, pp. 69-73. 
** 

Emphasis added. 

_______ 
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Our country', scientific potential is extremely high and 
science In the Soviet Union is taking rapid strides forward. 

w!nn   .   er 0f 8ci«ntiflc establishments . . . exceeds 
5.000, and more than one million workers work In them, in- 
cluding about 200.000 candidates and doctors of sciences. 
More than half the total number of scientific workers work 
in the applied science sphere. 

About 55 percent of these total scientific workers were in re- 

search Institutes. 37 percent In higher education Institutions (both 

research and pedagogical staff), and 8 percent In Industry/ As for 

contlm-ing expansion of these activities, V. Glushkov. Vice President 

of the Ukranlan Academy of Sciences, remarked; 

In the future, tht role of pure science will be constantly 
growing.  As long as we had the task of catching up with ' 
the technological development of the capitalist West, we 
could afford to devote less attention to long-range re- 
search, making wide use of the scientific and technological 
experience accumulated abroad.  But, those who are raarchin« 
ahead have no one to learr from.* 

PRODUCTIVITY AND BOTTLENECKS LIMITING INTIERNAL USE OF RESEARCH RESULTS 

The references above pertain to Inputs and say nothing of the rela- 

tive productivities of basic and applied research and technology devel- 

opment.  In the early days after World War I, productivity In the So-W 

Union warn  undoubtedly less than In those countries having longer- 

established industrial-research facilities.  The rapid build-up in the 

Soviet Union resulted in a mix of very young, unseasoned researchers 

and a lack of suitable instruments, research materials (such as re- 

agents ) , and so on. More recently the personnel has cartainly become 

older and more experienced, although there are still reports of short- 

ages of equipment and other limitations on productivity in certain 

fields. 

* 
i 

t. 
Ekonotrricheekaya Gazeta,  No.   38,   September 17,   1973,  p.   21. 

'Discussions of D.   Z.   Beckler,   T.  J.  Mills,   and J.   L.  Tech of 

St^ro™^*1" *i*^QXi**f*'*   ""^  Finance ^P^tment,  USSR btate Coumlttee on Technology at Moscow,   October 9-13,   1972. 

Graham,  op.  cit.,  p.   150. 

■ 
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number of people engaged.  This does not mean that Soviet 
research Is bad; It reflects tht low technology level of 
the Soviet timber l.idustry. 

Within the Sovj ,c Union widespread dissatisfaction Is expressed 

vith the Inefficiencies demonstrated by their industrial enterprises 

in Innovating to develop new and Improved processes and products 

thro igh the application of knowledge derived from basic and applied 

research.   This lack of "productivity" in innovation is attributed 

by both Soviet and foreign students of the system to the following 

reasons among others: 

o  Reluctance of enterprises to Introduce new products be- 

cause their production often reduces centrally dictated 

performance indicators thac determine bonuses.  There 

is thus a weak "deiuind pull" for development. 

o  Centrally dictated policy for pricing new products dis- 

courages their introduction by enterprises. 

o  There is a shortage of pilot plant development facili- 

ties. 

o  Salary levels and other benefits to personnel associated 

with industrial, technology-development laboratories are 

A typical statement, for example, is "However, together with the 
great accomplishments achieved in accelerating the pace of scientific 
and technical progress, broadening its range and intensifying its in- 
fluence on all economic sectors in the country, substantial shortcomings 
and difficulties exist.  We still have many enterprises and scientific 
research organizations which are not carrying out their assignments on 
the development and utilization of new types of goods and technologies." 
K. Yefimov, "Scientifi': and Technical Progress:  Organization and Man- 
agement," Kormunist,  No. 10, July 1973, pp. 90-101, ,JPRS,   59,918, 
August 29, 1973. 

Or, "The December 1972 CPSU Central Committee plenum noted that 
the advantages of socialism in terms of accelerating scientific i.id 
technical progress are still not beli.g fully used in our country; the 
latest scientific and technical achievements are being slowly applied 
in a number of production sectors." Anonymous, "Improving Management 
and Upgrading the Effectiveness of Industrial Output," Kommunist, No. 
11, July 1973, pp. 25-34, JFRS,   60002, September 11, 1973. 

4- 

These inefficiencies appear to be greatly decreased in priority 
areas such aa production of military hardware and space activities. 
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malntalned below levels of Academy institutes, creating 

personnel shortases, dissatipfa^tion, and lower levels 

of competence in ir^ustrial development. 

Most of the applied research ant' preliminary devtl^pment. 

is performed in independent, specialized research and 

development organizations that are geographically and 

otherwise isolated from enterprises.  This creates bar- 

riers to effective romnunication between bai«ic and ap- 

plied research and production. 

On the other hand, basic and applied research not only receive large 

resource inputs from the state but are least penalized in their activ- 

ities by separation ^rom production and by the disinclination of en- 

terprises to innovate.  Some of this research output, which may be 

available for import from the Soviet Union, undoubtedly duplicates 

that already k-iown and accomplished in the United States.  This over- 

lap is, however, likely to be less than between the United States and 

other countries with which U.S. scientists have had closer contacts/ 

In addition, research showing negative technical res- Its can have 

positive economic value in that those areas need not be explored again. 

Also, research of a routine nature can have a significant economic 

value.  For example, the availability of long-time eorrod5«M exposure 

test results can save expensive facilities and operating costs.  Basic 

and applied research results do not "spoil" or become out-of-date with 

time as does much product development effort.  The whole stock of past 

Soviet research may be a source of useful technological exci ange ma- 

terial. 

An excellent discussion of these and other relations of Soviet 
research and product innovation is contained in R. Amann et al., op. 
cit.  Also see The Eaonomiet,   "The Technological Gap—In Russia," 
February 8, 1969, pp. 64-65. 

This is a value judgment based on the tendencies in science to 
emulate successful research.  Duplication or near similarity of re- 
search through such emulation is judged to be more probable than is 
the accidental duplication that nay result through poor connunication 
between isolated scientific societies. 
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Pr.senting any extensive analysis of useful, specific outputs 

from the applied research area of the Soviet Union is beyond the scope 

of this report.  However, It is unlikely that there are many earth- 

shaking new ideas or developments unknown in the United States that 

represent major technological breakthroughs with respect to the U.S. 

state of the art.  Information about major new items such as lasers, 

microminiature circuits, and boron filaments tend to leak through com- 

munication barriers because ot their inherent interest and great po- 

tentials for application.  The majority of the useful uncovered tech- 

nical information is likely to represent potentials for moderate 

improvement in products and processes.  This does not mean that such 

inprovements are unimportant in  toto.     In large segments of mass- 

production industry (e.g., the cteel Industry), mark-up on sales is 

often low, 2 to 3 percent.  Thus, a modest improvement that results 

in a 1/4 percent reduction in unit cost could yield a 25 percent in- 

crease in profit on sales. More important, such an increase in profit 

on sales could mean a much larger percentag : end absolute increase In 

return on investment, thereby greatly improving the viability of the 

U.S. industry and its ability to survive and compete in world markets. 

Unquestionably, considerations o£ this sort are present when U.S. firms 

license Soviet continuous casting processes for steel ingots or alu- 

minum production techniques.  Through this leverage, a number of mod- 

erate improvements can have great value to both large and small U.S. 

firms. 

A second point is that each interesting So\iet product or process 

represents only a small amount of the associated and potentially use- 

ful techi.ical information of the types listed in Table 1.  For example, 

the availability of Soviet construction machinery specially designed 

for operating on permafrost means that there very probably is a large 

store of basic and applied knowledge about all aspects of the complex- 

ities of permafrost. 

These comments about the potential value of applied research out- 

puts are not meant to imply that there are not some areas of highly 

developed nonmiUtary Sovien technology and specific products that we 

Having made a literature survey of the subject some years ago, the 
thor can affirm the extent of Soviet technical information on perma- au 

frost 

I h I ■ M 
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may wl«h to search out and transfer to the United States on a favor- 

able basis.  Methodologies i'or accomplishing this search and evalua- 

tion will be described In a later section.  These methodologies can 

also help In evaluating and aiding in the transfer to us of the most 

pertinent basic and applied research output. 

IMPLICATIONS 

The preceding observations confirm that the Soviets have devoted 

large resources to research and development.  In particular, applied 

research has received a significantly greater fraction of input than 

has the comparable area in the United States.  However, there is strong 

evidence that bottlenecks in the Soviet Union limit the application of 

this research.  The result of the great input plus low application of 

the output is a large stock of unused applied research. 

Practical developments are taking place In the exchange of tech- 

nical information that buttress the conclusions derived above.  Ex- 

changes of scientists working at a basic level are occurring through 

the activities of the Academies of Sciences In the Soviet Union (and 

of Eastern European countries) and in the United States.  The recently 

instituted U.S.-USSR Joint Commission on Scientific and Technical Co- 

operation has also begun exchange operations, again with emphasis on 

basic Information,  in the realm of technology development and pro- 

duction know-how, U.S. industrial firms are dealing with Soviet 

agencies; and private U.S. licensing firms are arranging for exchanges 

of patents and other technological information. 

Problems still associated with these modes of technical Informa- 

tion exchange may limit their productivity.  In the next sections, 

these problem* are described and measures are suggested to alleviate 

these barriers to exchange.  Such measures are later combined to sug- 

gest policy Instruments as they might be formulated and usefully ap- 

plied. 

The one area in which there may not yet be satlpfactory institu- 

tions and techniques to promote exchange is in applied research.  The 

types of useful outputs of this class were outlined earlier In Table 1. 

U.S. research Institutes might fulfill an exchange function In this 

area, operating as they have In the past in other countries. 

i^a^BBMMM 
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IV.  PROBLEMS IN TRANSFER OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

TRANSFER THROUGH LITERATURE AND PERSONAL CONTACT 

The value of applied technical literature (for example, trade 

Journals) in reducing the costs for terhnological transfer was men- 

tioned earlier.  Familiarity with chis literature, as well as with 

the more basic scientific literature, also helps determine what for- 

eign technological information may be worth considering for exchange. 

Although the value of basic (and applied) knowledge transfer through 

literature and personal contact for these purposes is widely quoted, 

one gains the impression that technology transfer through these mech- 

anisms is limited, except for such areas of direct military interest 

as nuclear energy, electronics, and weaponry.  Where there is such 

transfer of basic and applied resea ch results, except for direct 

nilitary areas, Che exchange appears to be more from the United States 

to the Soviet Union.  There are probably several reasons for this. 

First, ..n over.-helmlngly larger fraction of scientists and engineers 

in the Soviet Union read and speak English than their counterparts in 

the United States read and speak Russian.  S.-.cond, there is a wider 

variety of U.S. than of Soviet publications, and they are apparently 

more readily available to Soviet scientists than theirs are to us. 

Third, Soviet personal contacts (missions, meetings, and the like) 

appear to be better briefed and organized for obtaining technical in- 

formation than do ours.  Of course, they may have been more greatly 

motivated in this activity in the past by the relative technical rich- 

ness of the United States. 

Perhaps subvention of some type may be required to lower the 

transfer costs for American technologists to obtain this Soviet 

This directionality of exchange is attested in the author's per- 
sonal experience in several research areas.  The Soviet literature 
would show references to a large fraction of U.S. papers and articles 
on a subject, whereas U.S. papers on the same subject would be devoid 
of any Soviet references although worthy research existed on the sub- 
ject in the Soviet Union. Nalimov and Mul'chenko (op. cit.) also note 
this imbalance in literature citation.  In addition, they complain of 
difficulties in obtaining foreign periodicals in t'e Soviet Union. 
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knowledge.  In idlitary technical Intelligence organizations, special- 

ists work full time analyzing foreign literature selected for its pos- 

sible pertinence to direct military Interests.  One gains the impres- 

sion that information from these organizations that is of pertinence 

for nonmilitary activities, or information of interest for both mili- 

tary and nonmilitary purposes, is not very effectively transferred to 

the domestic area.  This resistance to flow probably stems from the 

lack of motivation or the part of the military, from security barriers, 

from the lack of appropriate communication media, and from absence of 

knowledge about the existence of such information as well as the lack 

of acceptor and synthesizing functions in domestic government agencies 

•uid in industrial organizations. 

Given the wider-spread illiteracy of American scientists and tech- 

nologists in the Russian language (and in the languages of the Eastern 

European countries) some kind of translation services must be supplied 

in addition to encouraging wider knowledge of Russian.  The results of 

any such attempt to motivate increased learning of an unconventional 

language are, however, likely to be slow in bearing fruit.  Knowledge- 

able individuals, familiar with both the technical field in question 

and with the Russian language, must be rewarded for helping to se''.ect 

and translate pertinent articles and reports.  Organizational means 

for this are described latei. 

The literature is by no means devoid of technical information 

from the Soviet Bloc in the English language.  Many of the papers of 

Eastern European countries appear in their original journals in English 

(or in German) rather than in their native tongues.  Technical abstract- 

ing services and organizations in a number of fields provide English 

abstracts of many Soviet and Eastern European journal articles.   A 

number of these journals are translated in their entirety under the 

aegis of scientific societies or by private publishing firms. The 

Unconventional in the sense that Russian is not frequently a re- 
quired foreign language for undergraduate or graduate curricula in 

science and engineering. 

These are professionally oriented abstracting services: Chemiaal 
Abstracts,  Engi.ieering Abstracts, bioresearoh Index,  and others. 

___ 
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World Index of Soientifio Tranalationa U  published quarterly in the 

Netherlands and contains information about western la^g ,age transla- 

tions of specific papers. Translation journals, some ptolished by 

the Soviet Union, also contain scientific and engineering information. 

These include ABUSES,  abstracts of book., newspapers, and journals; 

Bibliography and Index,   the U.S. Joint Publications Research Service 

translations; Current Digest of the Soviet Press; Digest of the Soviet 

Press; Digest of the Soviet Ukrainian Press;  Foreign Broadcast Infor- 

mation Service  (FBIS); Soviet Review,  quarterly journal of translations 

with emphasis on social and political sciences but some technology; 

Foreign Trade; Moscow News,  and Soviet Life.    And there are others' 

The U.S.-USSR Joint Commission on Scientific and Technical Co- 

operation was organized as thf result of an agreement between the two 

countries signed in Moscow on May 24, 1972.  In selected fields, thr 

operations of the Commission and the several Joint Working Groups are 

already accomplishing interactions between certain Soviet and United 

States scientists and technologists.* Explicitly directed at infor- 

mation exchange, the Joint Commission approved the plans of the U.S. 

National Science Foundation and the USSR All-Union Research Institute 

for Scientific and Technical Information to com.u-t a symposium on 

scientific and technical information. 

A reading of the records of the actions and recommendations of 

the Joint Commission and of the Joint Working Groups illuminates what 

may be a flaw in the ability of these agreements to accomplish their 

objective of technological information transfer to those U.S. agencies 

that can use the information most advantageously—namely, U.S. indus- 

trial firms. 

The active Joint Working Groups and their fields are Energy Re- 
search and Development; Applications of Computers to Management; Agri- 
cultural Research; Water Resources; Chemical Catalysts; and Production 
of Substances Employing Microbiological Means. Additional Joint Work- 
ing Groups were suggested for:  Forestry Research and Technology 
Standards and Standardization; Oceanographic Research; Transportation; 
Special Topics in Physics; and Electrometallurgy.  In general these 
subjects are ones in which U.S. government agencies have significant 
direct interest and in-house capabilities rather than those having 
direct appeal to U.S. industry. 

■-- —   '- ■■--- 
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BARRIERS TO TRANSFER OF TECHNICAL INFORMATION BETWEEN U.S. 

GOVERNMENT AGENCIho AND INDUSTRY 

The U.S.-USSR Joint Commission on Scientific and Technical Co- 

operation and the Joint Working Groups are overwhelmingly manned by 

employees of U.S. government agencies.  The exceptions are usually 

from universities rather than from industry.  Although the report of 

the Joint Commission notes the differences in the relations between 

finis and their governments in the two countries, no recorded actions 

appear to be directed at ameliorating the communications difficulties 

that are likely to occur just between U.S. government agencies and 

U.S. firms. 

Our government stays mostly out of the economic realm: while 

U.S. firms maximize, our government's traditional role is to watch.' 

The USSR does otherwise.  Its firms have few maximizing incentives, 

but its government does.  The Soviet government has entered into in- 

formational and marketing sides of the economy to a far greater extent 

than has the U.S. government.  We wish to examine aspects of this U.S. 

government-Industry relationship insofar as it affects technological 

information transferred from the Soviet Union to U.S. firms. 

The Soviet representatives by the nature of things are all state 
employees.  One gains the impression that, wirh some exceptions, the 
Soviet representatives are not only higher '.n their government's bu- 
reaucracy but are also more eminent in the specific technical fields 
than are the U.S. representatives. 

The role of the U.S. government in trade is described by P. G. 
Peterson, then Secretary of Commerce, as follows:  "For our part, we 
believe that economic decisions are made best when individual firms 
decide for themselves what is in their interests and commit their re- 
sources accordingly.  The role of our government is not to make these 
decisions but rather to provide an environment in which our private 
sector is treated fairly with respect to such matters as office and 
communication facilities made available to it abroad, matters such as 
fair compensation for the transfer of property—whether that property 
be physical as in the case of goods, or intangible as in the case of 
patents and copyrights—and matters such as the arbitration of dis- 
putes in a manner that prevents the escalation of minor commercial 
matters into n^jor political confrontations. 

"We must always remember that we are an enterprise economy and 
that the role of the government... is to facilitate and stimulate private 
business transactions.  It is certainly not to supplement the private 
sector." P. G. Peterson, U.S.-Soviet Commercial Relationships in a Neu 
Era,  Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., August 1972, pp. 14-15, 
20. 
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There are some indications in the United States that give the 

appearance that important "blockages" exist for transfer be veen gov- 

ernment and industry of domestic science and technology.  Two major 

programs are being initiated, aimed largely at devising and experiment- 

ing with ways to overcome alleged blockages that slow down or prevent 

the applicition of science and technology in industry and government. 

The closest to Implementation of the two programs is that under the 

National Science foundation, the Experimental Research and Development 

Incentives Program.  A similar program has been funded in the Depart- 

ment of Commerce, the Experimental Improvement Program.  The results 

obtained from these programs should be followed closely because find- 

ings that pertain to domestic technology transfer should be equally 

applicable to transfer of information derived originally from the 

Soviet Union. 

Technology-transfer blockage is not necessarily indicated if there 

are advanced technical developments that seem applicable but are not 

used for domestic production or products.  From many such situations, 

the use of the advanced technology is just not warranted on criteria 

of marginal cost and marginal revenue.  However, use of the advanced 

technology may be justified for, say, analogous military or space ap- 

plications on the basis of extra-financial considerations.  Also, the 

use of advanced technology by some industries and not by others for 

similar purposes is not indicative of lagging technology transfer. 

The using industry may be subject to government price control so that 

it operates inefficiently and thus uses advanced technology where its 

use might not be indicated in a more competitive industry. 

If there are blockages to the transfer of technology from govern- 

ment to industry withi i the United States, such blockages are hard to 

justify on the basis of ignorance of the existence or usefulness of 

the available advanced technology on the part of industry.  Such block- 

age to transfer, if it exists, seems more likely to result from legal. 

L. 0. Johnson and H. Averch, "Behavior of the Firm Under Regu- 
latory Constraint," /lm. Eoon.  Rev.,   52, 1962, pp. 1052-1169. 
H. Leibenstein, "Allocative Efficiency vs. X-Efficiency," Am.   Eaon. 
Rev.,  56, 1966, pp. 392-415. 

_** MMBBMMIi 
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inatitutlonal, or psychologic«! factors.  If U.S. government agencies 

deal with Individual firms, favoritism may be charged.* If firms com- 

bine to deal with the government as an industry, the Department of 

Justice may descend in wrath with charges of monopolistic practices. 

Traditionally, U.S. firms deal with their government in an arm's-length, 

adversary role and are not conditioned to deal with the government on 

a routine commercial basis.  This attitude will extend to dealing with 

the Soviet government agencies that "front" for Russian firms.  This 

attitude of U.S. firms in dealing with the Soviet government has been 

additionally conditioned during the past 25 years by "containment," 

the "iron curtain," and other cold war political manifestations. 

If U.S. firms face legal barriers in dealing with their own gov- 

ernment on commercial »atters, they face even more formidable ones in 

dealing with agencies of the Soviet government.  Charges of restraint 

of trade and monopolistic practices against the domestic firm by the 

U.S. government are still a threat in their dealings with foreign firms 

and governments.  Such charges are not infrequently brought against 

U.S. firms, particularly in the case of joint ventures/ The socialist 

concepts of the ownership and management of the firm -ire so different 

from those in the United States that certain types of cooperative vf.n- 

tures, especially involving equity or U.S. management, become extremexy 

difficult, if not impossible, to consummate. Mutual exchanges that can 

be covered by contract are more feasible.  These most easily involve 

purchase or license of patents, exchange of raw material, finished 

goods, and so on. 

* 
This difficulty might be overcome if proprietary rights to gov- 

ernment-acquired technology were sold at public auction as are land 
and other government-held resources. 

W. Friedmann (ed.), Joint Business  Ventures of Yugoslav Enter- 
prises and Foreign Firms,   International Colloquium, Belgrade. June 
12-14, 1967, Belgrade, 1968. 

In the Soviet Union, the All-Union Association Licensincorg of- 
fers licenses for Inventions in diverse fields.  Thev also offer to 
undertake development work for others on inventions (Foreign Trade). 
The USSR Chamber of Commerce and Industry acts as agent for foreigners 
in obtaining patents in the USSR and obtain Soviet patents abroad in 
addition to its other commercial functions.  The Committee on 

MMBi 
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STANDARDS AS EXCHANGE BARRIERS 

Th« hindrance to technology transfer from the USSR through our 

unfamlllarlty with the Russian language has already been mentioned. 

An analoge.« U-rrler Is the physical, mechanical, and other such stan- 

dards of all kinds that differ between the two countries. These dif- 

ferences c^> be costly to overcome in realizing importation and use 

in the United States of a wide variety of products and processes. 

These standards differeuces are not Just straightforward dissimilari- 

ties in units of measure between, say, metric and English units. 

Rather, they involve such matters as alloy compositions and specifi- 

cations, screw-thread contours and dimensions, taper-fit specifica- 

tions, surface characteristics, and shaft-seal design, among others. 

These can be especially jurdensome in cases where U.S. firms may 

purchase rights to manuiacture Soviel equipment or products in the 

United States.  Our tools, dies, and ;o on are not designed to pro- 

duce to these standards.  Either extensive redesign of the products 

must be undertaken to conform to U.S. standards or parts and produc- 

tion equipment must be imported from the USSR.  An outstanding exam- 

ple of the difficulties that can arise in attempting to transfer the 

manufacture of products from one country to anotiu.r, even i ider fa- 

vorable transfer circumstances, was the effort in producing the Rolls 

Roy.e aircraft engine in the United States during World War II.  Here, 

all know-how, blueprints, English specifications, and consultants were 

freely available; but a lengthy, costly, trouble-ridden development 

program was required before the American manufacturers could produce 

a satisfactory Rolls engine.  The difficulties were primarily caused 

by the types of differences in standards described above. 

A related set of standards problems pertains to reliability and 

other petc.o\aance  qualities for foreign products either purchased di- 

rectly or manufactured according to foreign license and specifications. 

A recent example is the Winkel Engine.  Rights to manufacture this 

foreign-developed engine have bfjen purcha ad by several U.S. automobile 

Inventions and Discoveries under the USSR Council of Ministers super- 
vises and administers much of the patent, search, evaluations, planning, 
and screening for export. 

 i  
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manufacturers.  The Lrt.de literature recounts the expensive efforts 

being undertaken to develop In this engine the reliability expected 

by the American manufacturers ind their customers.  The Soviet Bloc 

literature Indicates that the Soviets are less than satisfied with 

their consistency In maintaining such quality standards and are making 

efforts to Improve.  At their first meeting, as indicated earlier, the 

U.S.-USSR Joint Commission on Scientific and Technical Cooperation 

recommended the establishment of a Joint Working Group on Standards 

and Standardization. 
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organlzatlons are estaljlished, the USSR will probably gain the net 

advantage.  True, the Unittl States will gain a new information source 

in the Soviet Union, but the; transfer of information to and iron» Ameri- 

can firms and this neu government agency uill be subject to the sane 

restraints as may exist between the Joint Conmission and U.S. industry. 

The Soviet government agency will tend to be more aggressive and en- 

trepreneurial.   It is quite possible, therefore, that U.S. firms will 

gain more knowledge about technology and products of use to them through 

the Soviet representatives in Washington than thiough the U.S. ^gcacy 

in Moscow. 

During the summit meeting, a joint U.S.-USSR Commercial Commission 

was set up.  This is co-chaired by the Minister of Foreign Trade of the 

USSR and the U.S. Secretary of Commerce.  Its terras of reference cover 

the whole complex of trade and economic matters between the two 

countries.  As the result of a more recent protocol, a U.S.-Soviet 

Chamber of Commerce was establisheu. 

Before the cold-war era and again recently since the thaw in 

East-West relations, individual U.S. •irms negotiated various trading 

agreements directly with agencies of the Soviet government.  These 

have been mostly very large firms having other international ties in 

the form of European subsidiaries and self-derived understandings of 

Soviet capabilities and demands.  General Electric Corporation and 

Occidental Petroleum are two firms that recently entered into exten- 

sive exchange agreements with the Soviet Union. 

There are private organizations that (among their possible other 

activities) deal in foreign patents, including those from the Soviet 

Bloc countries.  Two of these mentioned in the literature are Nationi.1 

Patent Development Co. and Patent Management, Inc., of Washington, D.C. 

This ddfe'j not imply that the Soviet government it, particularly 
adept at int.odrcing new technology piecemeal into their industry. 
Quite the contrary, diffusion of new technology appears to be diffi- 
cult in ehe USSR because of the lack of motivation on the part of in- 
dividual firms as well as normal resistance to change.  Recognizing 
this, the Soviet mission will be aggressively searching for U.S. tech- 
nology that bypasses this difficulty—for example, finished products 
or unit production processes. 

mmmmtm 
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These ortttiMtlona appear to operate by having knowledge of Soviet 

Bloc Inventions and Aaerlcan Industrial Interests.  Agreements are 

arranged with Llcenslntorg (or similar agencies In other countries) 

for rights to Soviet Inventions.  Licenses to use these inventions 

are then negotiated with American firms. 

One of the largest and best known of the licensing firms is 

Dr. Dvorkovltz and Associates. Ormond Beach. Florida, which maintaü-s 

a large, computerized file of patents and other know-how that firms 

and U.S. and foreign government agencies submit to them for distribu- 

tion to their clients.  These latter also include Soviet Bloc countries 

and other foreign governments.  Surprisingly, the main flow of tech- 

nology through their system* during the past decade has been from the 

Soviet Bloc to the United States.  Imporcs to the Soviet Bloc have 

been mostly very larg* items, such as turnkey installations not in- 

volving the Dvorkovitz system, but. rather, negotiations among large 

U.S. firms, the U.S. State Department, and Bloc government bureaus/ 

This smaller relative flow to t!.e Soviet Union of more detailed tech- 

nology through their system may also reflect its insulation from 

Soviet-firm managers and the previously mentioned lack of motivation 

to Innovate on the purt of these managers. 

The Dvorko.icz organization recognizes the large sto'_k of techni- 

cal information existing in the Soviet Union in the more basic and ap- 

plied research outputs such as are listed in Table 1. but has not de- 

vised a means to  collect or handle this information within their system. 

(Their transmittal to clients constitutes publication and nullifies 

future patent possibilities.) 

Informed, honest licensing services of this nature can be useful 

in expediting technology transfer from the USSR to U.S. firms.  Prob- 

ably 'cue most that is required of the U.S. government to encourage 

this private activity constructively is to continue to provide the 

legal framework (including those controls necessary to minimize dis- 

honest practices) so this commerce can proceed effectively. 

*The Dvorkovitz system emphasizes technology in the pharmaceuti- 
cal, chemical, and process industries. 

X 

Personal Comnunlcation, Mr. Ralph Miller, Western Representative, 
Dr. Dvorkovitz and Associates, August 21, 1973. 

■ -- ■  - 
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Other legal a'-pects of the commercial anvironment, particularly 

with  respect to contractual relations of all sorts, should be followed 

closely to determine where future barriers to useful imports may arise. 

Particularly if import possibilities exist for the United States in 

the more basic and applied Soviet areas, legal aspects of publication, 

translation, and royalties become important.  Both countries are now 

members of t.ie 1952 World Copyright Convention, the USSR as of May 27, 

1973.  For the Soviet Union the Convention is not retroactive.  Neither 

country is a member of the more protective Berne Convention, although 

the United States enjoys certain "backdoor" privileges with Berne mem- 

ber nations.  Because the Berne Convention imposes conditions in addi- 

tion to the home country's own laws on copyrighted material, the So- 

viet Union is unlikely to become a member.  The United States has 

bilateral agreements with a number of countries, and experience may 

indicate that such a bilateral agreement with the USSR will be produc- 

tive. 

I 
A ROLE FOR U.S. RESEARCH INSTITUTES 

There may be a useful place for another, more analytical type of 

private organization to define and promote technological exchange with 

the Sovi >t Bloc by eliminating or reducing many of the barriers de- 

scribed in Sec. IV.  Indeed, because the types of organizations to be 

described perform some general consumption services, the U.S. govern- 

ment might partly subsidize its activities. 

The nature of the proposed organization is suggested by the struc- 

ture and activities of several nonprofit research institutions in de- 

veloping inventions and other technological ideas within the United 

States, in Europe, and in other parts of the noncommunist world, par- 

ticularly since the end of World War II.  Such organizations a.> 

Bat teile Memorial Institute, Stanford Research Institute,  Research 

M. Boguslavskiy, "The Universal Copyright Convention," Tranela- 
tions on USSR Political and Sooiologiaal Affaire,  No. 421, JPRS, 
59826, 1973. 

+Ibid. 

Since this was written, Stanford Research Itiutitute has announced 
an agreement on scientific and technical cooperation between SRI and 
the State Connlttee of the Council of Ministers of the USSR, Septem- 
ber 18, 1973. 

__ —   - — —        -- . ■ — -  ■ .      i 
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* 
Corporation, A. D. Little,  and others have become proficient In 

searching out useful technological Ideas In the United States and In 

other countries, developing the Inventions where necessary and arranging 

for their exploitation by native or foreign firms.  A lot of operational 

kncv-hn». has been accumulated by such organizations over the years In 

accorpllshlng technological exchange and use,  by Industry—the latter 

being a possible weakness of present U.S. government activities. 

Advantages of organizations of this type in expediting the exchange 

of technology froa the USSR to ^he United States are: 

o  Experl»nce In dealing with foreign governments and firms 

with rejard to contractual and other business arrangements. 

o  Provision of a method by which a single U.S. firm, or a 

group of U.S. firms with conmon technological Interests, 

can spread cost=< of search, purchase, and development of 

technology. 

o  Experience in knowing where and how to search for new 

technology. 

o  Knowledge of the specific technological Interests of U.S. 

firms. 

o  Experience with creating and maintaining foreign tech- 

nology information and translttion centers. 

o  Providing a legal modus operandi  by which U.S. firms 

can cooperate on R&D interests, including standardiza- 

tion, without accusations of collusion.  (Joint research 

by U.S. firms of this nature for other purposes is per- 

mitted by the Justice Department.) 

o  Preference of U.S. firms for working through such in- 

stitutes rather than through government agencies. 

o  Provision of centralized organizations for interaction 

with concerned U.S. government agencies as well as sup- 

plying the pathways by which socially desirable activities 

In this context of exchange can be subsidized by the J.S. 

government (translations, services to small business, and 

so on). 

A. D. Little Is a profit corporation. 

  i,. 
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The means by which these research Institutes have organized simi- 

lar activities In other foreign countries have va-led widely, depend- 
* 

Ing upon the nature and state of development of the country and the 

character of the mother U.S. Institute.  In highly developed foreign 

countries, large R&D laboratories may be established, primarily staffed 

and led by native research and development people.  In such situations, 

most of he functions listed above are aciomplished at the foreign 

laboratory site with mostly the finished technology product moving 

back to the United States.  In smaller countries, branch offices may 

be maintained that interact either with a daughter laboratory of a 

neighboring foreign country or with the mother institution in the 

United States whe^e most information processing is done.  Usually 

each mother research institute is competent in pwrtlcttiA? areas of 

technology and their daughter foreign branches wir re fleet these 

specifications. 

The advantages for technological exchange inherent in such or- 

ganizations and operations suggest that the possibilities for initiat- 

ing several prototype activities of this nature in one or more Soviet 

Bloc countries be actively explored. 

INDUCTIVE. DEDUCTIVE. AND OTHER METHODS FOR LOCATING USEFUL 

TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION FOR EXCHANGE 

The entrepreneurial natives of the government of the Soviet Union 

suggest that they may have developed knowledge about our potential de- 

mand for their technology and that we should zak  the Russians what of 

their technology might be most useful for us.  Even if such knowledge 

exists among the Soviet bureaucracy, and there is no desire to with- 

hold it,  to whom should such questions be addressed and would the 

Soviets be willing to collect useful answers? Perhaps the proposed 

* 
In this discussion, the function of transferring technology from 

the foreign country to the United States is emphasized.  Such organiza- 
tions have also served to transfer U.S. technology to foreign countries. 
The direction of the net flow to or from the United States can vary 
greatly as, say, between such countries as West Germany or Switzerland 
on the one hand and South Korea on the other. 

As, for example, for national security reasons. 

          - -        m  i—  -     ----■.■    . -.  _ - .^ ■*.J—^.-..^—„J^___^.. —^^ 
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Sovlet Trade Representation In Washington would be a useful contact in 

this connection as well as Licensintorg.  It seems unlikely, however, 

because of the complexities involved, that answers will flow freely 

from the Soviets.  Rather, U.S. agencies and firms will probably have 

to expend considerable effort in properly formulating the questions 

and in searching for Soviet agencies with the answers. 

This latter activity is a usual function of the daughter, private, 

rese/irch institute organizations described above, which, in addition, 

maintain close surveillance over technical developments in their area 

of competence and may operate computerized information storage and re- 

trieval systeus containing useful information about developments, in- 

vestigators, and laboratories.  They may regularly publish annotated 

bibliographies in selected technical areas, and upon special order may 

prepare a critique of the state of the art in a field using an induc- 

tive process and all of the abuve types and sources of information. 

Another technique, infrequently used but capable of yielding in- 

formation in cases where data are scarce or where for some reason they 

are difficult to locate, involves a deductive process.  This technique 

actually Is analogous to applying the scientific method to the problem 

of defining and locating useful technical information.  Having a par- 

ticular nation as the focus of attention, a first step is to observe 

and organize a «Ide variety of facts about the nation.  The facts 

should concern the detailed geographic, demographic, social, economic, 

and political attributes of the nation, both inherent and man-made. 

If our concern is to discover technological information that may be 

further advanced and of a different nature in the foreign nation than 

in the United States, facts should be emphasized about this foreign 

nation that are most divergent from similar facts about the United 

States.  To aid In developing hypotheses, the factual attributes may 

be set by category against listed segments of U.S. economic and social 

activities in a tabular form that is sometimes called a contextual map. 

Technological knowledge and judgment is then applied to the various 

combinations of foreign factual attributes and U.S. activities to 

* 

*J. L. Kennedy, "A Display Technique for Planning," The Rand Cor- 

poration, P-965, October '956. 
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generate hypotheses of possibly useful and available technology.  The 

generated hypotheses are used as the bases for selective searches of 

the foreign technology.  This process. If used intelligently, can 

uarrc.- the areas of search for potential items for exchange.  It can 

allow for the interaction and systematized contributions of individuali 

with different talents and provides for improving predictions as the 

result of experience.  To improve interactive capabilities and flexi- 

bility, the developing contextual map may be programmed for computer 

use with remote consoles having visual display devices. 

Suppose the country of focus is the Soviet Union and we are in- 

terested first in only the grossest initial screening of possible in- 

teresting technical areas.  We know the Soviet Union land mass lies 

much further north than that of the United States and that this area 

is subjected to the continental arctic and subarctic climate with long, 

cold, windy winters and short, cool, summer growing seasons. Without 

attempting to be all-inclusive one may deduce that the Soviet Union 

has probably pla-.ed  more effort than the United States in developments 

in the following fields: 

' 

o 

o 

Engineering for construction and other activities on 

permafrost and tundra (useful to the United States for 

Alaska). 

Crops having short development times and high yields 

under the above conditions. 

Special vehicles for overland (and ice/water) use un- 

der difficult conditions. 

Medical treatments for disease types that occur most 

frequently in cold climates. 

Clothing adapted to cold climates. 

Games, sleds, skis, and other articles for recreational 

use. 

Construction materials, metals, plastics, mastics, lu- 

bricants, coolants, and hydraulic fluids designed for 

use under extremes of temperature. 

Conraunication and transportation components and systems 

adapted to strenuous treatment. 

-    .  
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If oue bears in ntlnd the Soviets'   relative scarcity of skilled 

workers,  their long-time emphasis on capital  (Including hydro-power) 

rather than consumer goods yields the following quick deductions: 

o 

o 

In steel technology look for promising advances in the 

production and  fabrication of heavy castings,   forgings, 

plate,  and weldments.    There is probably little of in- 

terest in light  sheft production or processing. 

Hydro- and steam-turbine designs may be of interest. 

Concrete technology for large structures  such as dams 

is probably  advanced,  especially  for use  in difficult 

climates. 

Long-distance  power  transmission  technology  is  probably 
advanced. 

Medical services may have something to teach us  in 

economical use and training of skilled personnel. 

There are possibly interesting developments  in nonfer- 

i-ous alloys  for electrical conductors,   switching gear, 

and so on. 

There may be technology for protecting high-voltage 

lines,  switching stations,  etc.,  against  lightning 

damage and so on. 

The fact  that  the General Electric Company is one of the first 

U.S.   firms to negotiate exchange arrangements with  the USSR lends 

credence  to some of  these  quick deductions.     If such  a process were 

to be sericasly applied,   systematic procedures  such  as  the previously 

mentioned contextual maps will need to be developed to insure minimum 

productivity.    An abbreviated illustrative contextual map showing the 

derivations  of the  technical possibilities  listed  above  is  shown in 

Table 2. 

The previous  list  contains mostly end products   that might be de- 

duced from Table 2 by technologists and engineers.     Basic or applied 

researchers viewing the same set of attributes would probably derive 

a set of hypotheses  consistent with  their  interests  and experiences. 

in II- I     ■Ulf-'-'— ■-—'  ■-'->'—^ "—',--"—-—-^--      ---.- ...^.-aJ^^-aMJMa^^ -i;——-- -—J       '«M* •-•--'   -  - -- -- --"-■ -      .MM^MMAHMidn^HfelUM*. 
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Thls set would tend to the more basic end of the technical Information 

spectrum and might include the following: 

o 

o 

o 

o 

Physics of high-voltage electrical discharges 

Physiology of diseases of cold climates 

Physical cheristry of soils 

Rheology of lubricants 

and so on. 

- 
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VI.  CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Indications are that significant amounts of useful technical in- 

formation are available from the Soviet Union that might ba obtained 

in exchange for technology transferred from the United States.  Agree- 

ments are in effect and both U.S. government and private organizations 

are operating in a manner that can assist in locating and obtaining 

this information.  However, some barriers may lim^t the amount of tech- 

nical information that reaches U.S. induetry, a major customer for this 

product, including language differences anr* translation costs; gaps in 

communication between the U.S. government and U.S. industry; and dif- 

ferences in technical and quality standards between the Soviet Union 

and the United States. 

To improve technology exchange to the United States through pres- 

ent public and private means, U.S. policies with respect to legal and 

commercial aspects of all types of international contractual relations 

should be examined to determine if any inhibit exchanges of patents, 

licenses, publication rights, and grants.  The effectiveness of tech- 

nology exchange to U.S. industry through the U.S.-'iSR Joint Conmission 

on Scientific and Technical Cooperation might be Ijiproved by increasing 

the representation of private industry on this Coamission and by ex- 

panding the technical subjects for cooperation to include more of di- 

rect interest to private industry. 

Soviet applied research is an area for which there may not be in- 

stitutions and techniques to promote transfer to the United States, 

or they may be relatively ineffectual.  Technology outputs of consid- 

erable magnitude and value probably exist in the Soviet Union in this 

field.  To help fill this gap, U.S. research institutes might fulfill 

an exchange function, operating as they have in the past in other 

countries in promoting exchange In both directions, perhaps in coopera- 

tion with Soviet research institutes.  Practical difficulties to such 

operations, among them the national Kecurity research conducted by such 

institutes in both countries and th* problem of obtaining suitable fa- 

cilities in the Soviet Union, must be overcome if this proposal is to 

succeed. 
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